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been graded. As has been mentioned before, the LS engines were not expressly designed to go
between the frame rails of the first- or second-generation F-Body. Every modern LS engine is
fuel injected while every early F-Body car carried a carbureted engine. Fuel injection has many
different requirements than carbureted engines. To run the Efisystem on an F-Body requires
installation of more fuel system plumbing and either an internal or external electric fuel pump
for the injection system. You also need to integrate the wiring into the main harness and install
the drive-by-wire pedal. Even with these challenges, LS engines have been effectively installed
in the â€” F-Body chassis and have delivered phenomenal performance. The early Gen III
engines from to and some engines used a return fuel line system while the and newer LS
engines used a returnless fuel system. Photo Courtesy Mary Pozzi. Throughout this chapter, I
show you various ways to build a fuel system for your LS-equipped F-Body car. I discuss the
use of stock gas tank modifications all the way up to a custom-built stainless gas tank with a
trick off-the-shelf pump. Of course there are many ways to complete the task and I can only
show a few of them. This should help you decide the direction of your build. The stock F-Body
used a mechanical fuel pump, which was driven off the camshaft, and it drew fuel from the gas
tank to the engine. In addition, the LS engine has far greater fuel pressure requirements than
the original carburetorequipped F-Body. Today, the fuel delivery system no longer requires
engine power to drive the fuel pump and requires an electric pump to delivery fuel needs. The
old system only needed a paltry 8 to 10 psi at the carburetor while an LS engine with an
Efineeds a constant 58 psi at the fuel rail. This means more forethought and some blueprinting
of the new fuel system in your F-Body. A fuel system needs to be planned out prior to
purchases being made and brackets formed. A solid fuel delivery system also requires a
properly wired system. This means that you have to ask yourself what your plans are for your
car so you can buy the correct combination of parts. A carbureted system needs roughly 8 psi
to operate well under idle and under heavy loads. Unfortunately, the newer engines with EFI and
this includes the LS engines require much greater fuel pressure and fuel system sophistication.
The key number to remember here is 58 psi. If you are running a stock or mildly upgraded LS
engine, this is all you need in terms of fuel delivery. If you are running an LSA or LS9, you might
need to step up to a much better fuel delivery system that requires more than 58 psi. However,
58 psi is sufficient for most LS engines turning out to hp. Fuel injectors require high pressure to
deliver fuel into the combustion chamber in a microsecond. In order for the injectors to do their
job, they need a constant supply of high-pressure fuel in sufficient quantities flow rate or the
engine ceases running. In addition, the injectors need this much pressure to keep an even and
consistent spray pattern. The system requires a constant high-pressure fuel to be available at
all times. I went to Carl Casanova, the guru of fuel delivery, to gain insight and advice for
planning and installing a fuel system. Carl has been known around the pro-touring and hot
rodding fuel delivery arena for quite some time. You probably have seen his shiny red Gen I in
multiple articles in various print and online publications. I left the post-filter out because you
may not install one after-filter. The Corvette filter with the return line is a popular and practical
choice. The regulator if you chose to use one also needs some planning as to how to route the
fuel lines and a vacuum line. Most regulators on the market require it. A relay is a fairly simple
thing to wire. You need a constant volt source such as a battery terminal or node, a ground, and
an activator wire to the device you want to run. It clicks on when power is needed without
overloading the system. It protects your vital electrical components as well as provides much
needed power to things with heavy loads. Illustration Courtesy Holley. The relay provides power
to the pump only when necessary. This prevents the pump from burning out prematurely and it
shuts off when the key is in the off position. When it comes to fuel pumps, there are two basic
kinds: in-tank and external. Both systems have advantages and disadvantages. The intank

pumps tend to run quieter and cooler because they are immersed in fuel inside the tank. They
also tend to perform at higher pressures. The trade-off is that they are often more complicated
to install and relatively costly. To modify a stock system to work with an in-tank pump requires
a greater investment of time and potentially more money. To make your system an in-tank
setup, you need the pump submerged in the tank as deep as possible but maintain a strong fuel
feed. You need to mount the system carefully and properly for your particular setup and needs.
This means you have to find a creative mounting system that is not only fuel resistant but also
sturdy enough to handle a bit of abuse. Adequate tank pressure is necessary to keep the
pressure up between the pump and the fuel line. With an intank system, the gas tank needs to
be drained and dropped and then the pump has to be extracted from the tank. In-tank pumps are
less expensive to purchase, but if you need to change a pump it costs a lot more in the long
run. External pumps are typically noisier because they lack fuel to dampen the sound and they
are exposed to the elements. In addition, the pump can transmit vibrations through the chassis
to create noise. The best and most logical place to put an external pump is as close to the gas
tank as possible and at or below the fuel level. Pump life is extended because gravity is used to
draw fuel to the pump and therefore a reduced load is placed on the pump to enhance longevity.
The other major problem with an external pump is that the fuel line is only pressurized after the
pump. This means that the system relies on gravity to feed the pump. These pumps can provide
some suction but should be gravity fed for optimal results. This means that your system can
lose its siphon under hard cornering. I recommend determining the amount of fuel needed for
the engine, adding 10 percent for safety, then choosing the fuel pump that best matches the
fueling need. A lph fuel pump is usually a good starting point for comparison. Determining
which fuel pump is right for you requires a number of steps. Finally, you need to know the
available voltage under load from the engine and flow volume at that particular voltage. I spoke
with an Aeromotive tech specialist about engine fuel efficiency, and he informed me that
typically naturally-aspirated engines make roughly between. The tech strongly recommended
engine dyno testing to determine your actual efficiency number, but these are good starting
points. Engines with a nitrous addition often develop. So, for example, if I used a hp
naturally-aspirated engine I would multiply by. However, if I used a hp engine that was boosted,
I could potentially multiply that by. Aeromotive also informed me that this also plays a big factor
in injector choice. Normally most engine builders like to use a duty cycle of. Therefore, using
our example of hp and a naturally aspirated engine, I would get something like this:. Next is
finding the base fuel pressure for the engine, and of course, fuel system requirements change
for boosted or nitrous applications. As pressure goes up, often pump volume goes down. If this
is something that you find challenging, the Aeromotive tech line is a great place for asking
questions about fuel pumps. In the case of my build I knew going in that my LS3 as well as most
LS applications require a constant 58 psi for the engine to run optimally throughout the power
band. Finally, you need to consider voltage. If the pump does not have the required power it
under performs and does not run at peak efficiency. The following focuses primarily on
fuel-injected setups, as those seem to have the most confusion. External Fuel Pump Assembly.
Several approaches can be used to install a fuel system. Often the most practical way to do this
is with an external pump assembly. A few key features are critical when constructing a new
delivery system. Remembering that an external pump works best as a pusher of fuel not a puller
commands your next moves. A typical setup consists of a prefilter, pump, after-filter, fuel
pressure regulator, return line, and feed line that is typically regulated by a vacuum source
coming from the engine. The location of these components is dependent on available space.
Keep in mind that you need to run a vacuum line and a return line back to the fuel tank. Some
racing circuits do not allow this so you might have to get creative. For most street drives the
firewall is the most useful, accessible, and logical place to put the regulator. The most efficient
way is to build a bracket that mounts between the front of the fuel tank and the rear axle
assembly and rear suspension. Keep in mind that exhaust and suspension become major
factors when you stray from stock components. For example, in this build adding an external
pump assembly is impractical as the rear suspension is far too cumbersome to work around.
Fuel Level Sending Units. A lot of sending units are on the market right now. Almost all GM
gauges and fuel level units use a 0- to ohm reading. Virtually any company can supply you with
a gauge that fits this criteria. The important factor here is that you correctly match the gauge to
the fuel level unit in terms of ohms. Wiring is fairly straightforward; simple ground and positive
wires usually do the trick. I cannot emphasize this part enough: It is crucial that if you choose to
run an external pump it is essential to use a pre-filter to catch debris before it gets to the pump.
It is also important to purchase the correct high-pressure filters as well; the old carburetor
filters give out too easily for these kinds of pressures. The Corvette fuel filter eliminates the
need for two lines to be run to the engine. In this installation, the owner installed AN fittings

over the hose ends to allow for braided hoses. A neat trick for systems running a return line
which is most of them is to run a C5 Corvette external fuel filter and regulator. If you have an LS
engine that is hp or less which is probably stretching the limits of the C5 fuel pressure regulator
, you might want to seriously consider GM PN Not only does it act as a regulator designed
specifically for LS engines, it does triple duty as a filter and provides a return line to keep the
number of pressured lines to a minimum. So make sure to plan on purchasing the correct
number of adapters for your project. You need to use the correct hose for the correct
component; otherwise you risk hose failure and a fire. Not all fuel lines are created equal. Fuel
lines rated for carburetors are inadequate for the pressure of fuel-injection systems. Typically,
an EFI system applies triple the pressure to the hoses as fuel hoses for carburetors. In fact, a
carburetor fuel pressure is 8 to 11 psi while the fuel pressure for an LS3 is 60 psi and most LS
engines have 40 to 60 psi. If you rupture a fuel line, it can easily create a fire and your car can
potentially burn to the ground. You must use hoses that are rated to handle the pressure from
your fuel system. You must use the correct fuel-injection rubber hose or, even better, braided
fuel line. I used a series of these clamps to keep the fuel line away from heat and other hazards.
You can use any method you want to hold them down. I prefer selftapping sheet-metal screws
because they can be reused. Using the stock hole in the floor for the fuel-level sending unit, I
slipped a grommet over the wires and positioned it in the floor. I then replaced the access cover
and it looks nearly factory. I recommend using braided PTFE lines over rubber lines for a few
simple reasons. They prevent premature wear by being much more durable and resist wear
better than the rubber lines. In addition, they are less likely to kink compared to rubber lines. It
might be advantageous to use hard lines for long runs under the car and add a few adapters. I
prefer to keep the system as basic as possible in this build I used one long piece of -8AN
braided fuel line from the pump straight to the fuel rail. You can use either -6AN or -8AN fittings
for mild to medium applications. When I saw the quick-connect ends of the fuel pump and the
fuel rails on the stock LS engine, I thought I had run into a big compatibility issue. Thankfully
companies have come up with reliable adapters to help fit stock fuel lines to AN-sized fittings
and hoses. A -6AN line is fine up to about hp engines; bigger than that and you might want to
step up to -8AN. Depending on your vehicle, you might have a two-piece downspout, such as on
my test car, or it could be like the version where the spout is built in. With either downspout,
disconnecting the spout from the car is the first priority. The fuel line connections to the tank
come next these are located through the rear passenger-side wheel well on my car. Make sure
you remove all the old gas or run the risk of getting a lap full of nasty old gasoline. Siphoning
the tank is fairly easy but can be a pain. Doing this lightens the load when you pull the tank out.
Two bolts hold the tank between the rear bumper and the trunk. Make sure to remove the
electrical connectors as you slowly lower the tank. I used a board and a jack to guide the tank
out of its cocoon. To remove the old gas tank in a Camaro I first have to remove the fuel filler
neck cover to reveal the rubber housing protecting the filler neck. On the , the fi ller neck is
attached to the tank. On the , I used a socket to unbolt the necessary pieces and slid them out
of the way. Once the bolts have been removed, the old filler neck is easily lifted from the car.
Remove the screws or fasteners that secure the license plate. Once removed, you have access
to the two clamps that hold the gas tank and filler neck together. This is also a good place to
access the tan fuel gauge wire. Before lowering the tank, remove any attachments, such as the
ground wire, gauge lead wire, and fuel feed line, which is located right behind the
passenger-side rear tire. Typically, a small wormgear clamp is all that holds the fuel tube in
place. Even though the tank had been replaced in the past five years, it was still a difficult job to
remove the large and unwieldy gas tank. Using a thread lubricant to spray the nuts makes the
job much easier. I recommend using a jack and a flat board to support, lower, and remove the
tank from the chassis. Raise the jack high enough so the board makes even contact with the
bottom of the tank. Remove the nuts from the tank straps and balance the tank on the jack.
Slowly lower the jack until the gas tank is close to the floor and can be properly moved. It got
recycled to lawn mower duty. Step 8: Using a flathead screwdriver and a hammer, gently drive
the ring off in a counterclockwise direction. The ring holds the sending unit in place and usually
takes a few taps for removal. Carefully place the fuel tank on the floor jack for installation. The
tank is a fragile box fabricated of sheet metal so handle it and install it with care. Move the tank
into the proper position for installation. Essentially everything goes back in the order in which it
came out. Step Everything is ready for hook up. The downpipe for the fuel filler neck comes
next and the wiring harness quick-disconnect. I used a rubber grommet to protect the wires and
slipped the gas tank filler hose over both pieces. Afterward, two large worm-gear clamps were
used to prevent leaks and secure the bond between the filler and the gas tank. Route the rubber
shroud over the filler neck and secure it in place with the four machine screws. The following
are a few companies that sell stock replacement fuel tanks. Contrary to some popular hot rod

lore, a stock F-Body gas tank can be converted to fuel the LS engine to supply its fuel injection
system. You need to install an aftermarket fuelsending unit in the tank, and this process
requires a significant amount of work. If you are up for the task, it is a good way to a save a few
bucks along the way. You need to install a fuel-sending unit that is entirely different from the
stock unit. Many in-tank fuel pumps are compatible with the stock F-Body tank and the LS
engine series. This is a comparison between the stock sending unit and the RobbMc sending
unit that is designed for fuel-injected applications. Beefier is a good adjective. The RobbMc
sending unit has been labeled with R for return and F for feed lines. The -8AN male ends allow
for a quick assembly. The RobbMc sending unit is a direct fi t for a stock tank. You need to
install a new rubber O-ring gasket so the sending unit is sealed well. The red and black wires
connect to your fuel level gauge with the red going to the positive and black to the negative side
of the gauge. I spent a few extra bucks and had them add an -8AN option that allowed me to run
the -8 line to and from the fuel tank. This is a direct drop-in replacement for the factory unit and
gives me an option to run a return line via this sending unit or just cap it and not use it. RobbMc
told me that it would be best to run an external surge tank with their system to aid in fuel
delivery and stop unwanted fuel starvation under lateral forces. They recommend a 1-gallon
upright tank between the fuel tank and the fuel filters. As far as I know, no one makes a tank for
this specific purpose, so you might have to make one to fit your custom application. Tanks Inc.
You can also install an internal pump and sending unit in the stock gas tank to complete the
task of plumbing a fuel system in your F-Body. The system comes from Tanks Inc. As of this
writing, Tanks Inc. At the same time, you reuse the stock sending unit opening. The important
factor to remember is the ohm reading from your gauge, which typically is 0 to 90 ohms for a
standard GM gauge. I purchased a stock second-generation fuel tank from Tanks Inc. You need
to start out with a new tank when installing an electric fuel pump. You risk creating an explosion
by drilling into a used tank. Photo Courtesy Dennis Warhurst. Using a sheet-metal hole saw
from the local hardware store I made the cut at the most obvious location to get the most fuel to
the assembly. Do not drill holes in the fi rewall any larger than necessary. You want to be able to
adequately seal the passenger compartment and keep moisture and the elements out. This is a
perfect spot for a new pump assembly. Use a file or a sander to clean up the edges and take the
burrs off. The kit includes a fuel pump, mounting hardware, and the correct wiring to complete
half of the job. Cut a significant chunk out of the assembly as these are designed to be
universal. Take a quality measurement before cutting. You want the fuel pump filter sock to be
close to the bottom of the tank, but not so close that it cuts off fuel supply. Step 6: Remove the
excess length by using a hacksaw or reciprocating saw. A series of holes needs to be drilled to
properly match the unit to your fuel tank. Using the unit as a template is the easiest method.
Install the support ring that comes in the kit. Some rings snap into place and others bolt. My
version bolts into place from the top and bottom. Pop rivets were used to firmly attach the lower
ring. Step The stock sending unit hole needs to be covered. You can use a variety of methods to
do this such as welding it closed or fabricating a cover with a rubber gasket, but it needs to be
watertight to prevent fuel from sloshing out. The top ring needs to be removed carefully. I
bought a fuel level sending unit from Auto Meter. You have to shorten the level sending unit to
match the depth of the tank. Measuring the tank depth gives you an idea of how much you need
to remove from the universal sending unit. Using your favorite method of metal removal, you
can then reattach the fuel bucket for a customsized unit. In addition, drilling a couple of holes to
accept the new sending unit is required shown. Step A fully installed sending unit complete with
cleaned-up welds. Depending on your welding skill you may have to use an aggressive grinding
pad. The point of this exercise is to make as clean a connection as possible. This is the bottom
of the tank. In order to have your gauge read correctly, you need to carefully measure your level
sending unit so it accurately functions. This is the pre-assembled pump unit with the sump. The
return line is neatly secured and not dangling. A completed gas tank fully assembled and ready
for install and no welding was required. The kit from Tanks Inc. So far this tank with this setup
has not given me any problems. Aeromotive Stealth Style is a reproduction tank that simply
replaces the stock one and neatly fits in the tank straps. This tank fits the â€” F-Body cars and
contains the Stealth Fuel Pump with integral in-tank performance baffling. The in-tank provides
enough fuel flow for up to hp EFI and up to 1, hp carbureted, but it must be used in conjunction
with the correct Aeromotive bypass regulator. You need to install the tank itself, hook up the
electrical wires to the wiring harness, route a fuel supply and return line, and the job is
complete. VaporWorx is sold separately and the tank must be modified to accept the fuel pump
and bucket assembly. The tank features a stamped steel fuel tank, silver powder coat finish,
EFI-style internal baffling, 0- to ohm universal fuel level sending unit, black anodized pump
hanger assembly, Stealth Fuel Pump PN , pre-pump filter sock assembly, and three ORB ports
outlet, return, and vent. This stainless steel tank functions like a stock tank and is quite

possibly the best product on the market for fuel delivery of an LS engine, especially if the car is
going to be raced in any capacity. This drop-in fuel tank is stamped similar to the OEM tank and
the stock fifthgeneration pump electric fuel pump supplies 50 to 60 gallons per hour at 85 to psi.
I can run this tank close to empty and still make it back home. To install it, you lift it into
position, slip the factory tank straps over it, and secure the tank straps. Then you run supply
and return lines to your injectors and connect the electrical wires to your volt system. The fuel
pump needs to be primed before operation. Although this tank far from cheap, I have to run this
type of tank for my application. The VaporWorx fuel setup has a great design, which uses two
pickup points on either side of the fuel tank and one at the pump to pick up every last drop of
fuel even in hardcornering situations. These pickup points eliminate the need to run a surge
tank and also allows you to really throw the car around without worrying about fuel starvation. I
dropped in the fuel pump, connected the side pickups, and locked it all in place with a lock ring.
Then a custom-made harness by Carl Casanova at VaporWorx makes sure all the electrical
connections are secure. The opposing fuel port and electrical port tell you that this is the stock
pump and not the upgraded version for LS9 or LSA requirements. It installs and tightens in a
jiffy. The part has a small collar on one end that sandwiches the plastic nipple on the fuel pump.
Be very careful as these plastic nipples can break easily; I went through two pumps having to
learn the hard way. To complete the install, an F-Body fifth-generation fuel pump, O-ring, and
sprocket to tie everything down are needed G5FM for the fuel pump , all from VaporWorx. Make
sure to connect the two-sided feed lines to the lower inlet tube for the pump. Slip the fuel lines
over the nipple and then tighten the pipe strap fittings. Install your gasket snugly. Simply lay the
gasket into the channel, making sure it stays in place. Press it into the channel of the sending
unit hole. Also notice the setscrew for the locking ring. Use a pair of pliers to firmly seat the ring
into the grooves and pull tight. You must rotate the ring until it locks into position. Use a small
No. I ended up using about ten of these hose clamps throughout the car. These clamps are
available in packages of six from Russell PN I put these at regularly spaced intervals to keep the
cable routed out of the way of potential hazards, such as road debris and heat from the exhaust.
Simply attach the end of the hose making sure you have the correct radius bends. The weather
pack snaps right in place. A weather pack connector is a plastic connector that protects the
electrical components from the weather and elements. The wiring harness has a provisional
weather pack that is the perfect reciprocal for the pump and harness. A standard mm bolt will
work. I took quick advantage of that and installed the fuel tank breather tube right next to it.
When installed, the breather tube has a small tube running above the tank to allow excess
gases to escape. Step With the GM wiring harness matched up, I ran a positive and a negative
wire to the fuel level gauge. I spliced the wires from the Mast unit and the gauge cluster, and
then fastened them to the pump and sending unit. Now I can put the tank back into place. Step
Carl at VaporWorx has reworked the stock wiring harness and created his own. He removed the
unnecessary wires and only kept the important bits such as the fuel level sending unit and the
pump wiring. The setup comes with the two halves and some extra clips if you need them. The
two halves connect in the middle and allow you to run the wires from the main harness to the
gas tank while allowing you to remove it without binding the way the original harness did. The
new wiring harness has been installed and it looks very clean and fits well. This tank-and-pump
combination is an entire assembly in one unit. It may be a bit pricey for a fuel pump but you
need to consider the value of this system because it saves time and is convenient. The
returnless system is not vacuum regulated so that means you only have to plumb one fuel line.
It has an internal regulator attached to it so that part of the equation is taken care of. It also
includes its own filter built right into the fuel pickup of the unit. Carl Casanova recommended
that I replace the internal regulator relieves pressure in the fifth-generation only with a
fourth-generation regulator that is set for 58 psi. First remove the retainer pin from the old
regulator and keep it handy; you reuse it later. The regulator restricts flow and you cannot
install it without restricting the flow, otherwise you blow out the regulator. VaporWorx sells you
an adapter that corrects this and must be installed first in the back of the pump. The adapter
slides into place where the regulator sits. This pump is not correctly calibrated for the LS
engine. Replacing the regulator with a VaporWorx adapter is fairly straightforward. Adapting the
wiring is the most complicated part of the setup. The fifth-generation pump has a fourwire
weather connector that needs its own special male connector. You can always forgo the
weather connector to cut and splice the wires. That typically means using a wire cutter,
stripping the ends using your favorite butt-style connector , and a strip of marine-grade shrink
tubing. Some aftermarket companies have worked out solutions. VaporWorx has reworked the
wiring to fit the older style and simpler wiring systems. They have specialty wiring harnesses
for first and second-generation F-Body applications. Install the new regulator and make sure to
keep the retainer ring snug to hold the round wire in place. You are now ready to install the

pump. I plugged in the quick connection through the license plate hole, which was the supplied
connector with the VaporWorx system. When the license plate is installed, all of this is hidden.
Using the stock GM wiring harness is one way to easily hook up everything. You can get it to
work with the regular fifth-generation pump, but it takes a bit more finagling. You must remove
and disable a few of the wires, such as the second pump adapter and the fuel level sending unit
wiring, to match to your pump. The car has gone through a dramatic aesthetic makeover and
performance transformation that will be proven on the track. The easiest way to tell what pump
you have is to look at the upper feed line. If it is parallel to the weather pack connector like mine
, you have an LS3 pump. If it is at a degree angle, you have a CTS-V pump. The CTS-V is
basically two lph pumps in one unit with the similar proportions as the fifth-generation pump. If
you have a high-horsepower setup, the CTS-V system might be your ticket. But it must be said
that running this pump requires a lot more effort and is not the same setup as the
fifth-generation pump. The CTS-V pump has two feed lines and it requires a different wiring
harness than the fifth-gen version. It is possible to buy a stock wiring harness and modify it to
fit, but from my experience, the VaporWorx is the best on the market at the current time. You
typically need to install a high-pressure line at some point in the build. They all need to be
correct to work best. Most fittings have two parts with matching threads: a sleeve and an insert.
These fittings are extremely durable and can be reused many times. When first making a
braided line, start with the correct-style end that you want to use and hold it in with a tabletop
vise. Make a clean cut on the hose. Use a cutoff wheel, hacksaw, or a sharp stonecutter and a
mallet. Be sure the cuts are clean. Push the hose onto the male end while screwing the female
end into the fitting. Finally, use the correct-size AN wrench to tighten the nut until it seats
almost all the way. You have made one half of your new custom-made braided hose. Cutting the
hose can be done with a hacksaw or cutoff wheel. Next, place the collar over the line using a
vise to hold the collar in place. Sometimes a bit of force is needed to get it in place. Now you
can place the threaded hose end in the vise and start threading the collar and hose into place.
Continue to work it into place until the threads grab and turn by hand until you cannot turn it
anymore. At this point use a wrench to continue threading the hose onto the end. A little piece
of mind goes a long way, especially at 7, rpm! This may take a few tries to get it right, but once
you get the hang of it, making your own hose ends is the only way to go. If you have a
cable-driven throttle body, you can most likely skip this section and use your existing setup
with a modified cable. Modifying your existing cable is simply a matter of determining the length
you need to articulate the throttle body. Keep in mind that you have to be able to run it wide
open, so double-check that you have full articulation from your pedal closed to open. This
means you need to mount the gas pedal. In all likelihood, this is the only bit of fabrication you
will have to do. I have only seen two styles of DBW pedals: those that mount with bolts going
through the pedal sideways and those with two bolts going through a bracket such as the one I
have in my car. You need to have the correct pedal with the correct wiring harness for it to work
properly. If not, you have to reflash the computer with a different gas pedal and this is extra
hassle and expense. In some instances you can get away with it, but just to be on the safe side,
you should have the gas pedal that came with the engine whenever possible. Either way, you
have to fabricate a way of mounting your gas pedal. In this case I chose to make a box that
located the pedal in a desirable location. It is best to have the pedal closer to the floor than the
brake pedal by about 2 to 3 inches and offset to the side an equal distance. Mine had to be
cocked about 20 to 30 degrees to match the look and position I desired. It is important to
reinforce whatever you build as you do not want this thing coming loose during a spirited
driving session. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and
we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. Pay Monthly Over Time with. AFE Corvette C7
6. The Chevrolet company founded in by a Swiss race car driver and automotive engineer, has
gone on to produce some of the celebrated icons in the automobile industry with names like the
Corvette and CAMARO, much coveted by collectors and racing enthusiasts. The team at
LMPerformance can help you find the consummate part for the repair or improvement of your
Chevrolet with aftermarket performance add-ons. LMPerformance has an extensive inventory of
top quality parts from the leading craftsmen in the industry, names such as EIBACH, Ram,
Spec, SLP to name just a few and a brief scan of the parts list will acquaint you with just the part
to meet your needs. For performance aftermarket parts they don't get any better than SLP
Performance, the noteworthy manufacturer of a wide range of performance enhancements that
have aided in the transformation of late-model cars into modern muscle machines, cars like the
CAMARO SS. The SLP CAMARO V-8 Front Brake Package comes with 6-piston calipers and
two-piece 15 rotors for increased thermal capacity, pad area that provides more effective
out-gassing, all resulting in improved braking efficiency and reduced fade. The KOOKS
reputation is indisputably first-rate in the aftermarket performance industry because they are

handcrafted in the USA using the highest quality products for the best performance and they
are EPA legal in 49 states. At American Racing Headers primary tubes are engineered to
individual engine output affording the least amount of compromise in the engine bay affording
the greatest horsepower gain. Install a Cold-Air Kits to help your Corvette breathe better so that
your engine performs the way you want it to. Scrutinize all the exhaust parts by Billy Boat
including various Pipes and Headers to find the aftermarket performance part that best suits
your needs and get the best. With three different mufflers, the Violator, the Street Pro, and the
Race Pro offered you can decide if you want the loudest sound or the quietest and with the
X-change X-pipes you can conveniently add electric cutouts to your X-Pipes. Originating in the
work force at Late Model Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer
service and has made available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts
and appurtenances represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive
performance parts industry. The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our
inventory is tremendous and is continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an
incomparable number and multiplicity of parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star
service is an additional reason to shop at Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance
looked like in Chevrolet These are some of the items you can find at LMPerformance for your
Chevrolet The Chevrolet company founded in by a Swiss race car driver and automotive
engineer, has gone on to produce some of the celebrated icons in the automobile industry with
names like the Corvette and CAMARO, much coveted by collectors and racing enthusiasts.
Privacy Policy. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Electric Fuel Pump.
Evaporation Pressure Sensor. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Feed Pipe O-Ring. Fuel Filler Neck.
Fuel Filler Neck Clip. Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Seal. Fuel Injection Harness Connector. Fuel
Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Level Sensor. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Line O-Ring. Fuel
Line Repair Kit. Fuel Line Seal Ring. Fuel Pressure Regulator Service Kit. Fuel Pressure Relief
Valve Cap. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Complete Kit. Fuel Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump
Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Pump and Sender
Assembly. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly Kit. Fuel Screen. Fuel Sending Unit Gasket. Fuel
Tank Attaching Hardware. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Harness Connector. Fuel Tank Pressure
Sensor. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor Connector. Fuel Tank Sending Unit Seal. Fuel Tank Strap.
Fuel Vapor Pressure Sensor Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. AC Delco. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Click to
Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Brock Fuel Pump Assembly. Notes: Chevy
Camaro 3. Notes: Chevy Camaro 5. Carter Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and
Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are made with all new materials under rigorous quality
controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Most applications include the necessary
accessories such as tank seals, patented high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses.
Fuel sensor design provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives. Airtex Fuel
Pump. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Autobest Fuel Pump. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump.
Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Notes: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the
leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement
pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank
cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's
top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly.
Product List Price:. Image is not vehicle specific. Dorman Fuel Pump. Features: Matches the fit
and function of the original equipment fuel pump on specified vehicles Made of quality
materials for a long service life Offers original equipment quality at a competitive price Rigorous
testing to ensure reliable performance. AC Delco Fuel Pump. Action Crash Fuel Pump. Action
Crash Fuel Pump; Premium. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Bosch Fuel
Pump Assembly. Autobest FA. June 25th, Posted by Perfect fit. Really fast shipping. Excellent
pricing and great quality of parts. Always use Parts Geek. January 3rd, Posted by Camaro fuel
pump. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Camaro. Catalog: K. Catalog: C. Catalog: B. Delphi
is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float
height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading
Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle

application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: A. Catalog: D.
Vehicle Notes Chevrolet Camaro. Catalog: N. Much like anything in life, our first track outing
with the STi Killer proved to be bittersweet. While it was great to finally get the car out on track
and get our baseline numbers, our day was cut short thanks to an ever-worsening fuel pressure
problem and a sloppy shifter, which made for tricky upshifts. Considering our '01 Camaro was
built from a pile of rubbish, we are thankful our first-time issues were so simple and spent the
last month telling inflated stories of our track outing to friends while casually working on fixing
the last couple of bugs. In regards to our fuel pressure problem, we found that the stock fuel
pump, which we had found on the floor of Greg Lovell's shop, was, not surprisingly, on its way
out. For those of you not familiar with the LS1 fuel system, a typical working setup should run
58 psi of base fuel pressure, where as ours was around 52 and would drop well into the 40s
under mild acceleration. Luckily, Racetronix, a company you should no doubt be familiar with,
offers one of the most comprehensive fuel system upgrade kits for a stock-style fuel system,
and with a quick call we had a fuel pump kit and plug-and-play wiring harness on the way. Along
with the standard install, which you can follow along on the next couple of pages, we also went
a step further and decided to wire a fuel pressure sending unit to our stock rail so that we could
log fuel pressure, along with duty cycle, inside our stock PCM using HP Tuners. Fortunately,
using HP Tuners, there are several ways to accomplish this, depending on your needs.
Obviously, in doing so, we would lose the ability to run an EGR system, so if you're in an
emissions-stringent state and are worried about an issue, we recommend you wire your
harness directly to the HP Tuners input box and record the volt input that way. With our fuel
problems fixed we turned our attention to our unknown shifter assembly, which we replaced
with a tried-and-true Pro 5. Besides the obvious reduction in throw, improved ergonomics, and
confident shifts, the Pro 5. Compared to our fuel system install, the shifter felt like a walk in the
park, but it is something we will be thankful for every time we hunt for that next gear. As always,
we have documented the install on the following pages and once again, our good friend and
master mechanic Greg Lovell of AntiVenom EFI was on hand to walk us through the process.
This month we're installing 40 more cubic inches. Check out the May edition of Street Heat,
where we present our readers' rides! Smokey burnouts and nasty wheelstands set the tone for
an outstanding weekend in Indianapolis! In this month's F-Body Garage, we take a look at Tim
Adams's V-6 Camaro, and the interesting method he used for its v-6 engine swap. Our Z28
project car has been plagued with an annoying clutch issue and it was determined that the
problem was our GM clutch master. GM High Tech Performance. How To. Additional Tech. View
Full Gallery. Sources AntiVenom. Brothers Performance. EFI Connection. LM Performance. View
Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related
Articles. Tick Performance Tilton Clutch Master Our Z28 project car has been plagued with an
annoying clutch issue and it was determined that the problem was our GM clutch master.
Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Product The Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System is a fuel pump system
designed to support up to horse power in naturally aspirated applications or it can be
configured as a main and secondary pump to support up to horse power View Product Details.
This externally-mounted electric fuel pump is ideal for most street and strip applications.
Proven rotary vein technology provides high flow and stable pressures with minimal vibration
and sound. Product C. Product E This State-of-the-art electric fuel pump offers maximum
performance in a compact package for carbureted applications. Anodized aluminum housing
and high quality internals make it both strong and extremely durable, is Product H Looking for a
fuel pump that is quiet, stylish, powerful and dependable? Look at the Holley HP series fuel
pumps. The exclusive gerotor gearset quietly and efficiently pumps the fuel without the noise of
traditional vane Product RE This safety feature is a must have for any electric fuel-pump fed
Muscle Car. If your motor stalls and your float is sticking, or worse, if you're in an accident
severe enough to stop the motor, your electric fuel pump will This compact electric fuel pump is
compatible with all gasoline fuels and additives. The solid state design has a low current draw
of around one AMP and makes a good stand alone pump or booster pump. Features: Solid-state
This universal fuel pump relay will ensure proper wiring which to reduce the risk of damaging
the fuel pump, and offers consistent fuel pressure. For use with Edelbrock E and E fuel pumps.
This externally mounted Holley electric fuel pump features the proven rotor and vane design.
Designed specifically to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump to maintain constant fuel pump
pressure and to prevent fuel pump amperage overloads from damaging the vehicle's electrical
system. Set includes: 30 amp heavy Works superbly as either an in-line Anodized aluminum
housing and high quality internals make it both strong and extremely durable, is preset
Features: Tumble polished billet look New lower housing casting for enhanced fuel flow and
quieter operation Maximum pressure is It's a good idea to relay your fuel pump for the street

and a must when you're racing. Designed specifically to prevent voltage drops at the fuel pump
to maintain constant fuel pump pressure and to prevent fuel pump amperage Product P Product
PM. Our direct replacement electric fuel pump features cutting-edge turbine technology, which
makes it quiter, more tolerant of debris, and more efficient. It also exceed manufacturer?
Product S Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select
Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System. Electric Fuel Pump
Safety Switch. Micro Electric Fuel Pump. Universal Fuel Pump Relay. Electric Fuel Pump
Strainer. New strainers must be used on electric pumps for warranty compliance. Engine Engine
Acc. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us
during normal business hours. Luckily, OE-grade fuel pump replacements are readily available
here at CarParts. We offer Chevy Camaro fuel pumps in different operations and fuel sending
units. Take a look at our products below and choose the part that fits your ride best. For more
information go to A significant amount of fuel is needed for this process. Thus, a low amount of
fuel is not enough to sustain the engine and fuel pump processes. When this happens, fuel
pump overheating occurs. Frequent overheating shortens the life span of the pump. Yes, it is
possible but not advisable. Most Chevrolet Camaro owners thirst for more engine horsepower
to increase their vehicle's acceleration power and enhance the overall driving experience. To
achieve this, they opt to augment the voltage that runs their Chevy Camaro's fuel pump. The
increase in voltage can reach up to 18 volts, which can result to some serious boost in
horsepower. However, doing this can rapidly exhaust the electronic fuel pump's working
capacity, which can and will definitely reduce its life span. Chevy owners can perform a series
of reliable pressure tests at home with the help of a handy pressure gauge. These tests include
the dead head pressure, fuel pressure drop test, fuel pressure regulator test, residual fuel
pressure test, running fuel pressure test, and the static fuel pressure test. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Chevrolet Camaro Fuel
Pump. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet Camaro Fuel
Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Par
1996 acura legend
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fisher snow plow parts diagram
t Number: RC Part Number: AF Page 1 of 7 Showing 1 - 15 of results. Feb 08, Great buy! Great
deal! Casey Lynch. Purchased on Jan 28, Feb 07, Camaro I am very happy to have gotten a part
from my car that is 20 years old at a very affordable price thank you very much and I will always
shop with you for parts like I just purchased a timing chain and oil pump with timing cover
thank you very much.. I was happy with my first purchase with was a fuel pump. Kenneth Wallis.
Purchased on Jan 30, May 30, Works awesome at an affordable price. Hunter Brown. Purchased
on May 14, Show More. Chevrolet Camaro Fuel Pump Guides. Is there a reliable way to check
the condition of the Chevrolet Camaro's fuel pump without using any tools? Frequently Asked
Questions. Is it possible to run the Chevrolet Camaro's electronic fuel pump on a higher
voltage? Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

